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INTRODUCTION 

Alexis de Tocqueville is rumored to have once proclaimed 
that America would endure until the day Congress discovered 
that it could bribe the public with public's money. While the 
actual source of this dire prediction is uncertain, the wisdom 
behind it is not. Congress, it seems, made this discovery long 
ago, but I remain hopeful that the American people will be
come wise to this threat and demand that Congress reverse 
its course. 

As a United States senator and former congressman, I have 
become all too familiar with the reality and magnitude of the 
threat that wasteful Washington spending poses to our re
public. I have tried, as often as possible, to halt bad spending 
decisions as they are made. Although I am often unsuccess
ful, I believe these battles and the debates they engender are 
important. In this article, I will attempt to recount examples 
from my experiences in the United States Senate, and, I 
hope, to generate more momentum for a national call for Con
gress to end these habits. After all, the problem began with 
Congress, and it must end with the same. 

Despite their sometimes contrary behavior, elected repre
sentatives are not free agents, bound by no authority. 
Instead, they are each sworn to uphold the Constitution of 
the United States, including its guidance on the question of 
appropriate federal spending. Article I, Section 8, known as 
the "Spending Clause," provides: "The Congress shall have 
Power to lay and collect Taxes, Duties, Imposts and Excises, 
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family medicine and obstetrics and a former Okalahoma representative. Dr. Coburn 
is a staunch defender of pro-life matter and is one of the Senate's foremost opponents 
of government waste. 
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to pay the Debts and provide for the common defence and 
general Welfare of the United States .... "1 

In short, the Constitution expressly provides for taxation, 
and by implication spending, for both "defense" and promo
tion of the "general welfare." Together, these allowances are 
collectively referred to as the congressional spending power. 2 

Politicians have debated the scope of this power since the 
document that created it was first agreed to, but as Toc
queville said, "There is hardly a political question in the 
United States which does not sooner or later turn into a judi
cial one."3 This maxim proved true with respect to the 
Spending Clause, and the Supreme Court eventually issued 
its own interpretation. Unlike other landmark rulings, how
ever, the Court did not decree any kind of judicial fiat. 
Instead, it left to Congress virtually limitless discretion to de
fine the scope of the clause. 

IL How Dm IT COME TO Tms?: THE EXPANSION 

OF THE SPENDING POWER 

A. The Founders: Historical Views of the Spending Clause 

In general, two opposing views, espoused by James 
Madison and Alexander Hamilton, have historically charac
terized the debate over the scope of the congressional taxing 
and spending power.4 Although both men argued for ratifica
tion of the proposed Constitution, the two later differed 
significantly on the breadth of the Spending Clause.5 

Madison, widely regarded as the father of the Constitution, 6 

maintained that congressional spending power was limited to 
furthering other enumerated powers in the Constitution. 7 

Hamilton, on the other hand, argued that congressional au-

1. U.S. CONST. art. I, §8. 
2. John C. Eastman, Spending Clause; in THE HERITAGE Gu1nE TO THE 

CONSTITUTION 93, 93 (Matthew Spalding & David Forte eds., 2005). 
3. ALEXIS oE TocQUEVILLE, DEMOCRACY IN AMERICA 270 (J.P. Mayer ed., George 

Lawrence trans., HarperCollins 2000) (1966). 
4. Id. 
5. Id. 
6. The White House, http://www.whitehouse.gov/history/presidents/jm4.html 

(last visited Jan. 5, 2009). 
7. Eastman, supra :hote 2, at 93. 
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thority to raise money was "plenary and indefinite" and that 
"the objects to which it may be appropriated are no less com
prehensive."8 This debate continued for some time, with 
legislators using each argument to either advance or defeat 
spending proposals. Despite disagreements, the more limited 
view generally reigned for seventy years after adoption of the 
Constitution.s 

B. Stretching the Limits: The Supreme Court's Treatment 
of the Spending Clause 

Consistent with Tocqueville's observation, the Supreme 
Court eventually entered the debate and undertook to inter
pret the Spending Clause. The result of the Court's 
intervention has been an almost complete abandonment of 
any limit on the spending power.10 

The first step came in 1936, when the Court considered 
United States v. Butler.11 In Butler, the government defended 
the constitutionality of a taxation and regulation proposal by 
advocating an expansive view of the Spending Clause. The 
Court characterized the government's view as follows: 

The argument is that Congress may appropriate and au
thorize the spending of moneys for the 'general welfare'; 
that the phrase should be liberally construed to cover an
ything conducive to national welfare; that decision as to 
what will promote such welfare rests with Congress 
alone, and the courts may not review its 
determination .... 12 

Ultimately, although more restrained than that advocated 
by the government, the Court adopted a broad view of the 
spending power. It discounted Madison's more limited view 
(i.e., that the spending power was limited to furthering other 
powers granted by the Constitution), reasoning that, if 
Madison were correct, the phrase "general welfare" was noth-

8. Id. (Hamilton later recognized that the terms "general welfare" imposed a 
limitation of its own, meaning that a tax or expenditure could not be used solely for 
local advantage.). 

9. Id. at 95. 
10. Id. at 93. 
11. 297 U.S. 1 (1936). 
12. Id. at 64-<l5. 
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ing more than "mere tautology."13 The Court favored 
Hamilton's position that the Spending Clause conferred a 
separate, independent power, which was only expressly lim
ited by the requirement that it be in furtherance of the 
general welfare. 14 Justice Owen Roberts, writing for the 
Court, said: "It results that the power of Congress to author
ize expenditure of public moneys for public purposes is not 
limited by the direct grants of legislative power found in the 
Constitution"15 

Despite its expansive view, the Court proposed that the 
spending power was not without limitation, since the Consti
tution undoubtedly created a government of limited powers.16 

Moreover, the Court maintained that the phrase "for the com
mon defence and general welfare of the United States" was 
itself an effective limitation, 17 meaning that the only limit to 
the spending power was built within the clause itself. After a 
long, detailed discussion of the spending power, however, the 
Court expressly avoided defining the terms "general wel
fare."18 The Court's failure to define what it held was the 
spending power's only limitation left Congress with essen
tially unchecked discretion to determine the breadth of its 
own power. 

Despite the Court's broad view of the Spending Clause, it 
ultimately struck down the proposition on federalism 
grounds.19 The Court's discussion of federalism suggests a 
more restrained view than was advanced by its central hold
ing. The Court reasoned, among other things, that: 

13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 

It does not help to declare that local conditions through
out the nation have created a situation of national 
concern; for this is but to say that whenever there is a 
widespread similarity of local conditions, Congress may 
ignore constitutional limitations upon its own powers 
and usurp those reserved to the states. 20 

Id. at 65. 
Id. at 65-66. 
Id. at 66. 
Id. 
Id. at 67. 
Id. at 68. 
Id. 

20. Id. at 74-75. 
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In closing, the Court declared that even Hamilton, who ar
gued for an expansive view of the Spending Clause, never 
championed a doctrine under which federal constitutional 
powers "could be used for the destruction oflocal self-govern
ment of the states."21 Indeed, the Court recognized that it 
was "to this fatal conclusion the doctrine contended for [in 
Butler] would inevitably lead."22 It would "by a single clause 
[give] power to the Congress to ... invade the states' jurisdic
tion and to become a parliament of the whole people, subject 
to no restrictions save such as are self-imposed."23 

Some 50 years later, the Supreme Court revisited its 
Spending Clause jurisprudence in South Dakota v. Dole,24 in 
which it upheld a federal law allowing federal highway funds 
to be withheld from states whose minimum age for the 
purchase or possession of alcohol was under 21.25 Although 
the parties' arguments were based on the 21st Amendment,26 
the Court declared the legislation a valid exercise of spending 
power, regardless of whether Congress possessed the power 
to directly legislate state age requirements. 27 The Court, rely
ing on Butler, ruled that, in accordance with its taxing and 
spending power, Congress could condition the receipt of fed
eral funds upon compliance with directives seeking to further 
public policies.28 According to Dole, Butler resolved the 
Spending Clause debate and allowed Congress to influence 
things viewed as outside its legislative reach by conditioning 
the receipt of federal money.29 

The Dole Court proceeded to establish four guidelines for 
evaluating whether conditions placed on the receipt of federal 
funds were valid. First, as established by Butler, any congres
sional expenditure must be in furtherance of the general 
welfare.so Second, the Court required unambiguous condi-

21. Id. at 77. 
22. Id. at 77-78. 
23. Id. at 78. 
24. 483 U.S. 203 (1987). 
25. Id. at 205. 
26. Id. 
27. Id. at 206. 
28. Id. 
29. Id. at 207. 
30. Id. 
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tions, to allow States to make informed choices about 
whether to agree with proposed conditions. Third, conditions 
on federal money must be related to a "federal interest in par
ticular national projects or programs."31 Finally, the Court 
recognized that "other constitutional provisions may provide 
an independent bar to [a proposed] conditional grant."32 

All but the last of these guidelines were easily dispensed 
with in Dole, but the possible existence of a constitutional bar 
required a more in-depth analysis. South Dakota argued that 
the 21st Amendment barred Congress from legislating state 
drinking ages and that Congress could not, by its spending 
power, indirectly regulate what it could not regulate di
rectly.33 The Court disagreed, reasoning instead that "'the 
independent constitutional bar' limitation ... [was] not ... a 
prohibition on the indirect achievement of objectives which 
Congress is not empowered to achieve directly.'"34 Rather, 
the Court found the bar to prohibit conditioning federal funds 
upon requiring unconstitutional state action. 35 The Court did 
recognize that circumstances may exist where "financial in
ducement ... by Congress might be so coercive as to pass the 
point at which 'pressure turns into compulsion."'36 However, 
it did not find this to be the case in Dole, since South Dakota's 
failure to adopt the conditions would only result in minimal 
loss of funds, leaving the State with a choice in whether to 
adopt the conditions.37 

Taken together, the decisions in Butler and Dole effectively 
leave to Congress the responsibility of determining whether 
spending is within the "general welfare" of the United States, 
but they also bestow upon Congress enormous power to affect 
state policies through the Spending Clause that Congress 
would not otherwise have the authority to do. Both aspects of 
these decisions have had devastating consequences for basic 
principles of federalism. 

31. Id. at 207--08. 
32. Id. at 208. 
33. Id. at 209. 
34. Id. at 210. 
35. Id. 
36. Id. 
37. Id. 
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In essence, these decisions allow Congress to determine the 
limits ofif own power. Congress, however, has absconded any 
responsibility to thoughtfully consider what the "general wel
fare" limitation might mean, spending untold amounts of 
money each year on projects that most Americans would be 
hard-pressed to support. This kind of "hyper-Hamiltonian" 
view of the Spending Clause-which seems to say that "gen
eral welfare" is in the eye of an elected beholder-is fueled by 
dangerous parochialism, rather than a respect for the Consti
tution and a desire to honor the Founders' intent. The 
consequences of this practice are embodied by the nearly $11 
trillion debt and accompanying economic crisis and can stand 
no longer. Although the Court's failure to interpret the 
Spending Clause in a more limited way severely hinders ef
forts to reassert a more Madisonian view, its "hands-off' 
approach also affords Congress sufficient flexibility to self
impose such limitations. 

III. POWER NECESSITATES RESPONSIBILITY: ATTEMPTING 

RESTRAINT FROM THE INSIDE 

One of the primary reasons I ran for the Senate in 2004 
was my desire to reform and reduce wasteful Washington 
spending and ensure that America's priorities are no longer 
compromised by parochial political interests. Once elected, I 
began working to find ways to accomplish this goal. Although 
my constituents in Oklahoma were undoubtedly familiar 
with my reputation as an anti-''wasteful Washington spend
ing" crusader, many of my new Senate colleagues may not 
have understood the strength ofmy convictions-or my deter
mination to pursue them. I sought to use every means at my 
disposal to challenge the status quo, but I wanted to do so in 
a way that was fair and transparent. 

Unlike the House, a single member of the Senate wields 
enormous power and has the ability, in many cases, to pre
vent the full Senate from considering a measure. This is 
accomplished through an informal procedure known as a 
"hold." A "hold" entails a senator or group of senators alerting 
their party's leader about objection to a particular legislative 
matter. While the leader can choose to move forward on any 
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matter, despite a hold, these objections are powerful disincen
tives for him not to do so. Often, holds signal a willingness to 
filibuster, or otherwise delay Senate business. Because the 
Senate relies on comity and "unanimous consent" agreements 
to run smoothly, and because leaders are reluctant to invite 
trouble, holds are most often honored. 

Senate rules previously allowed a member to make these 
holds secretly. Recent changes, however, now generally re
quire members to make such objection requests to their 
party's leader in writing, following up within six days with 
written notice to be published in the Congressional Record.38 

Although the new rules still allow room to avoid public notice, 
my personal choice is to operate openly, making my objec
tions known to a bill's sponsors and proponents. 

I have tried to operate transparently since my first days in 
the Senate, but beginning in the llOth Congress, I put my 
principles in a written letter, alerting each of my colleagues 
to the guidelines I use to evaluate proposed legislation.39 

These guidelines help determine whether I will consent to a 
bill's passage, and the letter puts other members on notice to 
prevent any surprises. •0 Among other things, these principles 
include requiring offsets in real spending for any proposed in
crease in authorized spending, as well as the elimination of 
existing, duplicative programs where new programs are 
proposed.41 

Adherence to these principles has required me to withhold 
consent from many pieces oflegislation, earning me the nick
name, "Dr. No."42 Although more than a few commentators 

38. WALTER J. 0LESZEK, SENATE POLICY ON "HOLDS"; ACTION IN THE 110TH 

CONGRESS 4 (Cong. Research Serv., CRS Report for Congress Order Code RL 34255, 
Mar. 14, 2008). 

39. Letter from Tom Coburn, United States Senator from Oklahoma, to Senate 
Colleagues of the llOth Congress (Feb. 5, 2007), available at http:// 
coburn.senate.gov/public/index.cfm?FuseAction=Files.View&FileStore~id=ba8ba5fl-
2fi:0-433e-9efd-118IDdb5c109. 

40. Id. 
41. Id. 
42. See Carl Hulse, Democrats Try to Break Grip of the Senate's Dr. No, N.Y. 

TIMES, July 28, 2008, at Al, available at http://www.nytimes.com/2008/07/28/ 
washington/28coburn.html?ref=todayspaper; George F. Will, The Senate's Dr. No, 
WASH. PosT, Feb. 12, 2006, at B07, available at httpJ/www.washingtonpost.com/wp
dyn/conten11article/2006/02/11/AR2006021101024.html. 
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have characterized my action as obstruction,43 by holding leg
islation, I am often able to work with sponsors to improve a 
bill, consistent with the principles outlined in my letter. 

Even without holding a bill, wasteful Washington spending 
can be reduced and the budget process can be reformed by 
offering amendments to legislation as it is being considered 
in the full Senate.44 Technically, as soon as the Senate pro
ceeds to a piece of legislation, amendments and 
accompanying unlimited debate are permissible.45 In prac
tice, however, opportunities to amend and debate can be 
stopped if the Senate: "(1) agrees to a motion to table (kill) the 
amendment, (2) agrees to a unanimous consent request to 
limit debate on the amendment, or (3) invokes cloture, limit
ing debate on the amendment or on the bill and all 
amendments to it."46 

In the llOth Congress, such efforts to limit or block amend
ment and debate could fill the pages of a completely separate 
article. For example, over a stretch of more than six months, 
Republicans were only allowed to offer one amendment on 
the Senate floor.47 Moreover, Democrat leadership set a re
cord in limiting debate,48 through a process called "cloture." 
Cloture is the "only procedure by which the Senate can vote 
to place a time limit on consideration of a bill or other matter, 
and thereby overcome a filibuster."49 

43. See, e.g., G.0.P. Holdout Stops Measure, N.Y. TIMES, July 29, 2008, at A20, 
available at http://query.nytimes.com/gst/fullpage.html?res=9AODEODA1F3DF93AA 
15754COA96E9C8B63. 

44. BETSY PALMER & STANLEY BACH, THE AMENDING PROCESS IN THE SENATE 

Summary (Cong. Research Serv., CRS Report for Congress Order Code 98-853 GOV, 
Nov. 26, 2007), available at http://digital.library.unt.edu/govdocs/crs/data/2003/ 
meta-crs-3987.tkl (click link for PDF at top right corner). 

45. Id. 
46. Id. 
47. See United States Sentate, U.S. Senate Roll Call Votes llOth Congress-2nd 

Session (2008), http://www.senate.gov/legislative/LIS/roll_call_lists/ 
vote_menu_110_2.htm (last visited Apr. 10, 2009) (Between July 16, 2008 and 
January 22, 2009, only one Republican amendment was allowed to be offered.). 

48. SENATE REPUBLICAN POLICY COMM., CLOTURE JN THE 110TH CONGRESS: AN 
OBSTRUCTIONIST MINORITY OR A HEAVY-HANDED MA.roR1TY? 2 (May 20, 2008), 
available at http://rpc.senate.gov/public/_files/052008Cloture110thCongressCMJ. 
pdf. 

49. United States Senate Reference Home Glossary, http://www.senate.gov/ 
reference/glossary_term/cloture.htm (last visited Apr. 4 2009). 
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For the first five decades of its existence, cloture was used 
only a handful of times in each Congress.50 In more recent 
history, however, its use has increased. In the llOth Con
gress, Democrats filed 139 cloture petitions and held 112 
cloture votes, during which cloture was invoked 61 times.51 

Previously, the record number of cloture petitions filed was 
82, in the 104th Congress; the record number of cloture votes 
was 61, in the 107th Congress; and the record number of 
times cloture was actually invoked was 34 times, in both the 
107th and 109th Congresses.52 Each of these incidents repre
sents efforts to stifle debate and minority input. As a result, 
the world's "greatest deliberative body"53 frequently proceeds 
without any actual debate. 

Even when members are allowed to offer amendments to 
legislation, debate on a particular amendment may be cut 
short if a motion to table the measure is successful. 54 A vote 
to table an amendment is, in effect, a vote to kill it, and such 
votes are often characterized as opposition to the underlying 
proposal.55 Unfortunately, most ofmy amendments that tar
get wasteful spending either: (1) never receive a vote, (2) are 
voted down on a motion to table, or (3) are rejected on the 
merits.ss 

Nevertheless, when Republican members are allowed to of
fer amendments to pending legislation, I do so as often as 
possible. During my tenure as senator, I have offered hun
dreds of amendments to countless pieces of legislation, often 

50. See United States Senate Reference Home Senate Action on Cloture 
Motions, http://www.senate.gov/pagelayout/reference/cloture_motions/ 
clotureCounts.htm (last visited Apr. 4, 2009). 

51. Id. 
52. Id. 
53. See History of the United States Senate, http://www.emailyoursenator.com/ 

history.html (last visited Apr. 4, 2009). 
54. Palmer, supra note 41, at Summary. 
55. See generally 0LESZEK, supra note 38. 
56. See, e.g., Press Release, Senator Tom Coburn, Senate Rejects Coburn 

Amendments to Cut Wasteful and Ethically·Suspect Spending from Omnibus Bill 
(Mar. 4, 2009), available at http://coburn.senate.gov/public/index.cfm?FuseAction= 
LatestNews.PressReleases&ContentRecord_id=d8133039-802a-23ad-4bbl-b6b7197 
d539f. 
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without success.57 Those that have been successful, however, 
are estimated to have saved taxpayers nearly $2 billion. ss 

Deciding which of the many wasteful Washington spending 
proposals to target with an amendment is often a difficult de
cision. In addition to the principles outlined in the letter I 
sent to colleagues, there are a series of questions I ask myself 
before evaluating new spending proposals and deciding which 
to actively oppose. First is, "Can we afford this?" With a debt 
hovering around $11 trillion, the answer is always no. Next, 
knowing that Congress is likely to spend the money anyway, 
I ask, "Is this constitutional?" Like Madison, I look to Con
gress's enumerated powers for the answer.s• Also, 
recognizing that under this view countless spending propos
als lack such specific constitutional authority,60 my final 
question is, "Is this spending proposal a priority, and is it oth
erwise prudent?" This analysis helps form my own opinion of 
a proposal, but it also shapes the arguments I use to persuade 
my colleagues in floor debate. 

Winning tough spending battles requires creativity and 
strategy. Accordingly, I have taken a number of different ap
proaches to target wasteful spending by amendment. For 
purposes of this paper, I have categorized some of these ap
proaches, providing examples of specific amendments and 
accompanying debates. While some amendments take a 
broad approach, proposing foundational fiscal responsibility 
and accountability measures or reforms, others narrowly tar
get specific wasteful or low-priority proposals. Each method 
serves to illustrate how wasteful Washington spending has 
run rampant, as well as how difficult it can be to stop it. 

57. See, e.g., Dr. Coburn's Efforts to Reduce Wasteful Washington Spending and 
Reform the Federal Budget Process, http://coburn.senate.gov/public/ 
index.cfm?FuseAction=ConstituentServices.PorkBusters (last visited Apr. 4, 2009). 

58. Id. 
59. THE HERITAGE Gu1nE TO THE CONSTITUTION, 93-94 (David F. Forte & 

Matthew Spaulding eds., 2005). 
60. Id. (Because the United States has followed Hamilton's view, Madison would 

consider many of the spending bills put forth today to lack specific constitutional 
authority). 
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A. Attempts to Curb Federal Government 
Spending Through Offsets 

[Vol. 1 

I often insist on paying for, or "offsetting," the cost of new 
spending proposals by cutting waste in the existing federal 
budget. Over the years, I have identified hundreds of billions 
of dollars in waste, 61 resulting in an inventory of ready-to-cut 
spending. The concept of redirecting money to pay for higher 
priorities is a familiar one to American families who make 
such choices every day. Americans understand the need to 
ensure the best use of their hard-earned money and have ex
perience in using money from one area of their budget to pay 
for needs in other areas where funds are lacking. Although 
this seems to be a straightforward concept, Congress appar
ently does not understand or accept it. 

For example, during the llOth Congress, I offered an 
amendment expressing "the sense of the Senate that Con
gress has a moral obligation to offset the cost of new 
government programs, initiatives, and authorizations."62 The 
amendment also expressed the following: 

(1) the national debt of the United States of America now 
exceeds $8,500,000,000;000; (2) each United States citi
zen's share of this debt is approximately $29,183; (3) 
every cent that the United States Government borrows 
and adds to this debt is money stolen from future genera
tions of Americans and from important programs, 
including Social Security and Medicare on which our se
nior citizens depend for their retirement security; ( 4) the 
power of the purse belongs to Congress; (5) Congress au
thorizes and appropriates all Federal discretionary 
spending; (6) for too long, Congress has simply borrowed 
more and more money to pay for new spending, while 
Americans want Congress to live within its means, using 
the same set of common sense rules and restraints Amer
icans face every day; because in the real world, families 
cannot follow Congress's example and must make diffi-

61. Washington Waste of the Day, The pork report: how Washington politicians, 
bureaucrats, and lobbyists are spending your tax dollars, http://coburn.senate.gov/ 
public/index.cfm?FuseAction=WashingtonWasteOfWeek.Home (last visited Apr. 10, 
2009). 

62. Court Security Improvement Act of 2007, S. 378, llOth Cong., 1st Sess. 
(2007) (amendment 891 as introduced by Sen. Coburn, Apr. 18, 2007); see also S. 
761, !10th Cong., 1st Sess. (2007) (amendment 917 as introduced by Sen. Coburn, 
Apr. 24, 2007). 
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cult decisions and set priorities on how to spend their 
limited financial resources; and (7) it is irresponsible for 
Congress to authorize new spending for programs that 
will result in borrowing from Social Security, Medicare, 
foreign nations, or future generations of Americans.es 

95 

Astonishingly, this amendment was opposed by more than 
fifty percent of the Senate. 64 

This amendment's defeat was an enlightening disappoint
ment for me. For years I have failed to understand why 
senators consistently oppose case-by-case proposals to cut 
waste and offset new spending, but the reality is that, as 
demonstrated by the overwhelming opposition to my amend
ment, Congress simply does not accept the premise that 
offsets are necessary. This amendment did not threaten any 
individual member's pet project, nor did it chip away at any 
existing program, yet the Senate still could not muster 
enough courage to support it. 65 

The resistance to this concept often prevents me from even 
offering offsets in the form of amendments. It is extremely 
difficult to obtain the consent required to bring these propos
als to a vote. Therefore, most of the offset battles I fight 
happen before legislation is ever brought to the floor. When
ever I "hold" a piece of legislation, I do so with a willingness 
to work in good faith with bill sponsors to address my con
cerns. Occasionally, the only changes I seek to a bill are 
offsets. If the bill's sponsor and I are not successful in broker
ing a compromise, I continue blocking the bill. If the sponsor 
is willing to compromise, however, it is possible to reach an 
agreement whereby I am allowed to offer the offset amend
ments they resisted, and thereby allow the full Senate to 
settle the debate. Most often, however, sponsors do not agree 
to this arrangement, and the bill fails to go to a vote. 

63. Id. 
64. See Id. 
65. Id. 
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B. Earmark Reform 

One of the most prominent and current spending debates 
involves earmark reform.66 In general, earmarks represent 
spending directed to a specific entity or recipient, usually re
quested by a single legislator.67 Earmarks are often 
characterized as "pork."68 Although I have offered many 
amendments targeting specific earmarks,69 I will not recount 
those here. Instead, I will focus broadly on my efforts to enact 
meaningful reforms to this practice, specifically with respect 
to transparency. 

Both chambers of Congress produce reports to accompany 
appropriations bills, which are often the only place where 
earmarks appear.70 In other words, members insert language 
for an earmark into the report after the underlying appropri
ations bill has already passed the House or Senate. As a 
result, the earmark is not included in the actual text of the 
bill that is debated and voted on by that chamber. Further
more, once both chambers approve a bill, a conference report 
consolidating both bills is produced. 71 This report is not likely 
to contain the same information on earmarks as the House 
and Senate reports, making it a likely source of opaque and 
wasteful spending. 

In an effort to shed light on this process, I have offered 
amendments to require more transparency for directed 
spending, such as earmarks. In general, these amendments 
require "any limitation, directive, or earmarking contained in 
either the House of Representatives or Senate report accom-

66. See Select Committee on Earmark Reform, http://earmarkreform.house.gov/ 
(last visited Apr. 4, 2009) (Earmark Committee formed to address this debate). 

67. See Office of Management and Budget, OMB Guidance to Agencies on 
Definition of Earmarks, http://earmarks.omb.gov/earrnarks_definition.html (last 
visited Apr. 4, 2009). 

68. Ronald D. Utt, How Congressional Earmarks and Pork-Barrel Spending 
Undermine State and Local Decisionmaking, THE HERITAGE FOUNDATION 

BACKGROUNDER EXECUTIVE SUMMARY, Apr. 2, 1999, available at http:// 
www.heritage.org/research/budget/upload/18432_1.pdf. 

69. See, e.g., Pork Busters, supra note 55. 
70. SANDY STREETER, THE CONGRESSIONAL APPROPRIATIONS PROCESS: AN 

INTRODUCTION 6--8, 11 (Cong. Research Serv., CRS Report for Congress Order Code 
97-680 GOV, Dec. 2, 2008), available at http://appropriations.house.gov/pdf/ 
appfacts.pdf. 

71. Id. at 9-10. 
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panying [the bill to] be included in the conference report or 
joint statement accompanying [the bill] in order to be consid
ered as having been approved by both Houses of Congress."72 
During the 109th Congress alone, I proposed similar amend
ments to at least seven different appropriations bills. 73 On all 
but one occasion, my amendment passed.74 

My goal in proposing such amendments is to force Congress 
to include the same information contained in the individual 
reports of the House and Senate in the final conference re
port. If the underlying bill agreed upon by both chambers will 
not include the earmarks proposed in the individual reports, 
the final conference report should, at a minimum, include 
such information. 

I could enter a lengthy discussion as to whether earmarks 
merely contained in a report, rather than the underlying bill, 
even comply with the constitutional requirement that "no 
money shall be drawn from the Treasury, but in consequence 
of appropriations made by law,"75 but that is beyond the 
scope of this paper. For now, it is safe to say that Congress' 
failure to publicize the content of these reports shields mil
lions of dollars of federal spending from scrutiny by the 
public, media, and members of Congress, to the detriment of 
taxpayers.76 

72. Agriculture, Rural Development, Food and Drug Administration, and 
Related Agencies Appropriations Act, H.R. 2744, 109th Cong., 1st Sess. (2005) 
(amendment 1775 as passed by Senate, Sept. 21, 2005); see also H.R. 2528, 109th 
Cong., 1st Sess. (2005) (amendment 1858 as passed by Senate, Sept. 22, 2005); H.R. 
2863, 109th Cong., 1st Sess. (2005) (amendment 1948 passed by Senate, Oct. 5, 
2005); H.R. 3058, 109th Cong., 1st Sess. (2005) (amendment 2084 proposed by 
Senator Coburn, Oct. 20, 2005); H.R. 3010, 109th Cong., 1st Sess. (2005) 
(amendment 2231as passed by Senate, Oct. 26, 2005); H.R. 5441, 109th Cong., 2nd 
Sess. (2006) (amendment 4562 as passed by Senate, July 12, 2006). 

73. Id. 
74. See H.R. 2361, 109th Cong., 1st Sess. (2005) (amendment 1003 as introduced 

by Sen. Coburn, June 28, 2005) ("Any limitation, directive, or earmarking contained 
in either the House or Senate report must also be included in the conference report 
in order to be considered as having been approved by both Houses of Congress.") Id. 

75. U.S. Const., art. I, §9, cl.7 (emphasis added). 
76. See Andrew Woellner, Spending on an Empty Wallet: A Critique of Tax 

Expenditures and the Current Fiscal Policy, 7 Hous. Bus. & TAX L. J. 201, 226-28 
(2006). 
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C. Transparency and Accountability 

To provide for additional transparency, both to Congress 
and the public, it is necessary for there to be metrics by which 
federally-funded programs can be evaluated. Unfortunately, 
when new programs are established, Congress frequently 
fails to include any requirements for basic standards, per
formance measurements, or reporting requirements that 
would effectively monitor the program's success or failure. 77 

As a result, money intended for specific, laudable purposes is 
squandered through waste, fraud, and error.78 By offering 
amendments to fill this gap between what Congress intends 
federal funds to accomplish and how the money is actually 
used, accountability is advanced and responsible use of tax
payer funds is ensured. A simple way to monitor the success 
or failure of any program is to require a program to. report 
annually to appropriate congressional committees. Through
out my time in the Senate, I have submitted many 
amendments that would do just that, and have learned that 
Congress cannot be trusted to consistently do the right thing 
on these proposals. 

Perhaps the best example of this kind of inconsistency is 
seen by examining two amendments offered to the same bill, 
each requiring each requiring the same entity to report for 
different purposes. These amendments were offered to the 
Passenger Rail Investment and Improvement Act of 2008 (S. 
294), which affected Amtrak, a quasi-governmental agency 
that receives billions in federal funding, despite consistently 
losing money.79 The purpose of each amendment was to pro
mote accountability and transparency at Amtrak; 

77. See Kate Stith, Congress' Power of the Purse, 97 YALE L.J. 1343, 1382-83 
(1988). 

78. See, e.g., Eric A. Posner, Transfer Regulations and Cost-Effective Analysis, 
53 DUKE L.J. 1067, 1094-1103 (2003). 

79. Letter from Nat'l R.R. Passenger Corp. to the Honorable Richard B. Cheney, 
President of the Senate, and the Honorable Nancy Pelosi, Speaker of the House of 
Representatives (Feb. 20, 2008) (requesting a federal grant for Fiscal Year 2009), 
available at http://www.amtrak.com/pdf/FY09GrantLegislativeRequest.pdf; NAT'L 

R.R. PASSENGER CORP., OPERATING BUSINESS LINES MONTHLY PERFORMANCE REPORT 

FOR DECEMBER 2008, CONSOLIDATED INCOME 8TATEMENT~FISCAL YEAR 2009, at 4.1 

(overall loss in YTD section), available at http://www.amtrak.com/pdfi' 
0812monthly.pdf. 
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unfortunately, only one passed.80 This amendment passed by 
unanimous consent, and required an annual financial report 
showing how revenues and costs are allocated among each of 
Amtrak's routes, including a breakdown of revenues and 
costs for various aspects of business activity, such as opera
tion, maintenance, ticketing, and food sales.81 The 
amendment also required the report to be posted on Amtrak's 
website.s2 

The amendment that failed did so with more than two
thirds of the Senate voting against it, and would have re
quired quarterly reporting on the profits or losses associated 
with food and beverage service on the trains.83 It provided 
consequences for Amtrak lines that lost money on these ser
vices, requiring the renegotiation of contracts after one year 
of losses, and the suspension of such services after two years 
of losses. 84 In my mind, Americans should not be required to 
subsidize the cost of someone else's snacks while they travel. 
The Senate, however, disagreed. One member was particu
larly concerned that the amendment could lead to elimination 
of food services on certain lines. When I argued that airlines, 
which are accountable to shareholders, halted their compli
mentary food services in pursuit of profitability, the debate 
took an almost comical turn. I was interrupted and asked: 
"Knowing ... [that] people are stuck for hours at a time [on 
airlines], ... are [we] happy that we eliminated pretzels on 
the airlines. Is that a good idea?"85 The answer is that Ameri
can Airlines saved $30 million in much-needed funds in just 
one year by cutting food service.86 The federal government 
should do the same. Yet, when offered a small step toward 
ensuring this kind of commonsense management, the Senate 
refused.87 I find it incomprehensible that, on one hand, sena-

80. 153 Cong. Rec. 813,509 (daily ed. Oct. 20, 2007) (statement of Sen. Lott). 
81. Id. 
82. Id. 
83. 153 CONG. REc. 813537-41 (daily ed. Oct. 30, 2007). 
84. Id. 
85. 153 CoNG. REc. 813540 (daily ed. Oct. 30, 2007) (statement by Sen. 

Lautenberg). 
86. Associated Press, American Airlines to Sell Food in Main Cabins, USA 

TODAY, Dec. 17 2004, http://www.usatoday.com/travelfnews/2004-12-17-american
food_x.htm. 

87. 153 CoNG. REc. 813537-41 (daily ed. Oct. 30, 2007). 
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tors would vote to require reporting on broad aspects of 
Amtrak's business, but refuse to do the same on a targeted 
aspect of the business that has proven to be a failure. 88 As I 
argued on the Senate floor, "Any manager of any process 
knows if you do not know the information, if you do not have 
the metrics, you cannot manage it."89 Sadly, it appears that 
the Senate would rather keep its head in the sand, using tax
payer dollars to subsidize pretzels and Heineken for the less 
than one percent of inter-city travelers who use Amtrak.90 

This kind of willful ignorance is problematic enough for 
money spent on domestic programs, but it is compounded 
when U.S. tax dollars fund programs overseas. This was the 
case of the Global Fund to Fight HIV/AIDS, Tuberculosis and 
Malaria ("Global Fund"). The Global Fund had been instru
mental in fighting HIV/AIDS, TB, and malaria, three. 
diseases that devastate many people throughout the world.91 

The Global Fund, however, had been operating in secrecy, not 
reporting how it dispensed its funds. 92 Not even members of 
the Global Fund's board were allowed to view reports pro
duced by the Fund's inspector general.93 What good are 
reports when those with decision-making authority cannot 
even review their contents?94 

As a major contributor to Global Fund, I believed the 
United States should demand accountability. Therefore, I of
fered an amendment to the 2008 Consolidated 
Appropriations Act that required the Secretary of State to 
certify that the Global Fund had made all financial and 
programmatic documents available to the public on a website 

88. U.S. DEP'T OF TR.ANSP., ANALYSIS OF COST-SAVINGS ON AMTRAK'S LONG 
DISTANCE SERVICES 14 (Cong. Research Serv., CRS Report for Congress Report 
Number: CR-2005-068, July 22, 2005), available at http://www.oig.dot.gov/ 
StreamFile ?file=/da ta/pdfdocs/CR-2005-068. pdf. 

89. 153 CoNG. REc. 813540 (daily ed. Oct. 30, 2007) (statement by Sen. Coburn). 
90. Wendell Cox & Robert D. Utt, Transportation Policy: Getting the Facts 

Straight, THE HERITAGE FOUNDATION WEBMEMO, Dec. 3, 2008, http:// 
www.heritage.org/Research/SmartGrowth/upload/wm_2148.pdf (last visited Apr. 4, 
2009). 

91. See The Global Fund, http://www.theglobalfund.org/en/savinglives/stories/? 
lang=en (last visited Apr. 4, 2009). 

92. 153 CoNG. REc. 811,188 (daily ed. Sept. 6, 2007). 
93. Id. 
94. Id. 
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before the Fund could use 20 percent of its funds. 95 The 
amendment, which was accepted, was intended to "ensure 
the unprecedented increase in the U.S. contribution to the 
Global Fund to fight HIV/AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria is 
accompanied by an end to secrecy regarding how that money 
is. spent."96 As I argued during the debate, "If we are going to 
send American money into foreign places through indepen
dent agencies, separate from our own Government, we ought 
to know how that money is spent."97 

Unfortunately, even the best bipartisan efforts to promote 
transparency and accountability within our government often 
fail. In 2006, I joined with then-Senator Barak Obama to of
fer several amendments to the so-called "Lobbying Reform" 
bill.98 Together, we sought to reform the way Congress inter
acted with lobbyists and to improve reporting requirements 
and public access to information on organizations that receive 
federal funds and lobby Congress.99 While all of these amend
ments were submitted for consideration, none received a vote. 
Instead, they were blocked by Senate leadership, despite an 
agreement I had with the Republican majority leader al
lowing me to offer these amendments before cloture was filed. 
Unfortunately, the agreement was not honored, and cloture 
was invoked by the Republican majority leader, essentially 
killing our amendments. 

This example serves to demonstrate that no political party 
is above the shameless avoidance of tough issues like reform. 
Fortunately, objections were overcome in this case, and some 
of the proposals that were blocked in the Lobbying Reform 
bill later became the foundation of a Coburn-Obama bill, 
called the Federal Funding Accountability and Transparency 
Act (FFATA), which was signed into law by President Bush in 
September 2006.100 

95. S. Amdt. 2706 to R.R. 2764, llOth Cong., 1st Sess. (2007). 
96. Id.; See also "Dr. Coburn's Efforts to Reduce Wasteful Washington Spending 

and Reform the Federal Budget Process," supra note 57. 
97. 153 CoNG. REC. Sll,189 (daily ed. Sept. 6, 2007) (statement of Sen. Coburn). 
98. 152 CoNG. REc. 83859 (daily ed. May 2, 2006). 
99. See S. Amdts. 2950, 2951, 2952, 3175, 3183 to S. 2349, 109th Cong., 2nd 

Sess. (2006). 
100. Federal Funding Accountability and Transparency Act of 2006, Pub. L. No. 

109-282, 120 Stat. 1186 (2006). 
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The inconsistency with which members of Congress sup
port amendments to ensure transparency and accountability 
is both disappointing and irresponsible. With an overwhelm
ing and ever-increasing federal debt of $11 trillion,101 a 
failing economy, and unstable markets, Congress must act 
now to join the call of the new Administration for greater 
transparency and accountability in all aspects of the federal 
government.1°2 Congress should be a constant, reliable model 
of fiscal responsibility, and should demand the same of the 
many agencies and entities it funds. The American people de
serve nothing less, and it should not require amendments to 
correct such egregious spending proposals, which legislators 
should be responsible enough not to write into legislation in 
the first place. 

D. Amendments to Strike 

If Congress dislikes broad reform proposals, like those dis
cussed above, it has utter disdain for amendments that target 
specific programs. Most programs, whether decades or days 
old, represent some member's prized pork. Therefore, any at
tempt to criticize, cut back, or eliminate such projects draws 
serious resistance. Because many members of the Senate 
seek pork for their home states,1°3 they are willing to band 
together in defense of another member's otherwise indefen
sible project. Most of the projects I have targeted were 
created without fanfare, often through the historically 
opaque process of earmarking. It comes as no surprise that 
calling attention to their existence can be uncomfortable for 
members. While it is never my desire to embarrass a col
league, I believe that making Americans aware of this waste 
by debating whether to eliminate it is an essential aspect of 
the reform that Washington so desperately needs. Senators 
must recognize that the financial health of the nation is more 

101. National Debt Counter, http://coburn.senate.gov (last visited April 4, 2009). 
102. Barak Obama, U.S. President, Inaugural Address at the U.S. Capitol (Jan. 

20, 2009) available at http://abcnews.go.com/Politics/lnauguration/Story?id=6689022 
&page=2. 

103. Editorial, Coburn the Barbarian, WALL ST. J., Oct. 21, 2005 available at 
http://coburn.senate.gov/ffm/index.cfm?FuseAction=LatestNews.NewsStories& 
ContentRecord_id=Ofd5d99a-1733-4 713-be66-5955f012e488&Issue_id=. 
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important to all Americans than securing or protecting ear
marks that benefit only a handful of citizens. 

Appropriations season always provides ample opportunity 
for spending debates. These appropriations bills are over
bloated and stuffed with earmarks and pork.104 Over the 
years, I have offered far too many appropriations amend
ments to review here. For the sake of expediency, I will 
discuss only a few select examples to demonstrate how these 
amendments and debates typically unfold. 

Specific examples can be drawn from a supplemental ap
propriations bill passed in the llOth Congress, which was 
intended to provide emergency money for unexpected circum
stances. That bill, the U.S. Troop Readiness, Veterans' Care, 
Katrina Recovery, and Iraq Accountability Appropriations 
Act of 2007, became convoluted with funding requests that 
had absolutely no connection to the purpose of the bill. For 
example, the bill provided $100 million "to reimburse state 
and local law enforcement entities for security and related 
costs, including overtime, associated with the 2008 presiden
tial candidate nominating conventions."105 The amendment I 
offered to strike this funding lost by a vote of 45-51.106 The 
executive branch had already budgeted funds to provide se
curity at these events, which had been planned for some time. 
Any need that existed for security at the conventions was not 
sudden, urgent, pressing or unanticipated.107 As I argued 
during the debate, "There have been nominating conventions 
since 1832. The year 2008 will be the second Presidential 
election since the 9/11 terrorist attacks. There is n<i question 
that increased security is required. But this is the first time 
we have said it is an emergency ... The war on terror is an 
emergency. Having a party for politicians and their political 

104. See, e.g., Office of Management & Budget, Earmarks in 2008 Spending Bills, 
http://earmarks.omb.gov/2008_appropriations_home.html ("In fiscal year 2008, 
there were 11,524 earmarks totaling $16,503,833 for appropriation amounts."). 

105. S. Amend. 648 to H.R. 1591, llOth Cong. (2007) (as introduced by Sen. 
Coburn on Mar. 27, 2007). 

106. Id. 
107. See 153 CoNG. REc. 84000 (daily ed. Mar. 28, 2007) (statement by Sen. 

Coburn). 
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parties doesn't qualify."1os Simply put, this money had no 
place in an emergency supplemental spending bill. 

Other examples of misplaced priorities appeared in the 
Water Resources Development Act of 2007. The Gulf Coast 
was still reeling from the devastation of Hurricanes Katrina 
and Rita, yet Congress apparently felt it had surplus cash to 
devote to lesser priorities, such as the construction of a visi
tors' center in Morgan City, Louisiana.109 My amendment 
would have prevented any funds from being spent on the visi
tors' center until the appropriate agencies had certified to 
Congress "that all residents of the State of Louisiana who 
were displaced as a result of Hurricane Katrina or Rita in 
2005 are no longer living in temporary housing."110 Astonish
ingly, only ten other senators joined me in voting for this 
amendment, and it failed by a landslide vote.111 

The Water Resources Development Act also provided fund
ing for an existing levee system in California. During 2006 
and 2007, the Corps of Engineers, the governor of California, 
and both California senators brought to the attention of Con
gress problems that arose with the levee system. This system 
is integral in reducing the flood risk to people in a vulnerable 
area of California. Before becoming convinced of its necessity, 
I actually attempted to remove funding for this project from a 
prior emergency funding bill. I withdrew my amendment af
ter learning the true necessity of the system.112 

Funding for this crucial levee system was included in the 
Water Resources Development Act of 2007, but the bill also 
included funding for the restoration of a beach in California. I 
found the contrast in these proposals to be striking, exempli
fying Congress' typical unwillingness to prioritize and focus 
on the country's legitimate needs. This kind of unwillingness 
to prioritize and focus on the country's legitimate needs is in
tolerable. To address the problem, I offered an amendment 
that stated: "no Federal funds shall be used for beach nour-

108. Id. 
109. S. Amdt. 1089 to R.R. 1495, llOth Cong., 1st Sess. (2007) (rejected by vote of 

11-79). 
110. 154 CoNG. REC. 86043 (daily ed. May 14, 2007). 
111. 154 CoNG. REc. 86093 (daily ed. May 15, 2007). 
112. 153 CoNG REc. 86044 (daily ed. May 14, 2007) (statement of Sen. Coburn). 
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ishment for Imperial Beach, California, until the date on 
which the Secretary certifies to Congress that the Sacra
mento River Bank Protection Project has been completed."113 
On this amendment, only 11 other senators voted with me, 
not including those who convinced me of the dire necessity of 
funding the levees.114 

In a 2006 appropriations bill,115 I offered amendments to 
prohibit funds from being directed to an art museum in Seat
tle, Washington, to construct an Olympic Sculpture Park,116 

and a parking facility at the Joslyn Art Museum in Omaha, 
Nebraska,117 all of which were included in the underlying 
bill. Funding for these projects, however, quickly became 
overshadowed by a provision that was relatively unknown at 
the time, but that has since gained national notoriety. 
Tucked within the pages of this appropriations bill was lan
guage providing money for two bridges in Alaska-the Knik 
Arm Bridge and another to join the Island of Gravina to the 
community of Ketchikan in Alaska.118 This, of course, was 
the infamous "Bridge to Nowhere," which was to connect the 
greater Ketchikan area, with approximately 13,000 re
sidents, to an island of 50 people that is home to the town's 
airport.119 Together, both bridges carried a price tag of $452 
million. I offered an amendment that would have redirected 
this money to reconstruct the Twin Spans Bridge in Louisi
ana, which was severely damaged by Hurricane Katrina.120 

However, that amendment was defeated121 after its Senate 
sponsor, Ted Stevens, essentially argued that it was wrong to 

113. S. Arndt. 1090 to H.R. 1495, llOth Cong., 1st Sess. (2007). 
114. 153 CoNG. REc. 86,089 (daily ed. May 15, 2007). 
115. Transportation, Treasury, Housing and Urban Development, the Judiciary, 

and the District of Columbia, and Independent Agencies Appropriations Act, 2006, 
H.R. 3058, 109th Cong. (2005). 

116. S. Arndt 2091 to H.R. 3058, 109th Cong., 1st Sess. (2005). 
117. S. Arndt. 2093 to H.R. 3058, 109th Cong., 1st Sess. (2005). 
118. S. Arndt. 2165 to H.R. 3058, 109th Cong., 1st Sess. (2005). 
119. Bill Adair, Three Words that Changed U.S. Politics: How "Bridge to 

Nowhere" Shaped an Election, and the Congress, ST. PETERSBURG TIMES, Apr. 1, 

2007. 
120. Tom Coburn, Congressional Collapse, HUMAN EVENTS, Aug. 10, 2007. 
121. 151 Cong. Rec. Sll,624--27, Sll,636--37 (daily ed. Oct. 20, 2005) (Curiously, 

S. Amnd. 2181 received the support of only 15 senators.) 
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for one senator to steal another senator's pork.122 In a pas
sionate speech, he threatened: "I will put the Senate on notice 
- and I don't kid people - if the Senate decides to discriminate 
against our state and take money only from our state, I will 
resign from this body."123 The earmarks were eventually re
moved from the bill, as public outrage grew, but Alaska's 
transportation money was not reduced by the same amount 
in the bill, leaving the state free to build the bridges with fed
eral dollars.124 The "Bridge to Now here" was undoubtedly one 
of the most significant battles in the larger war on spending. 
From start to finish, this example demonstrates that losing 
can sometimes mean winning. Because of the debate, Ameri
cans' awareness of the indefensible, bank-breaking pork 
addiction that plagues Washington increased exponentially. 

Other aggravating examples of wasteful Washington 
spending exist, and perhaps no other expenditure is more 
symbolic of the federal government's lack of fiscal restraint 
than travel, conference, and entertainment spending. At a 
time when the government should be cutting expenses to pay 
down debt, many federal agencies continue to pay for employ
ees to travel to unnecessary, all-expense-paid conferences 
around the country. 

Over the past four years, I have offered more than a dozen 
amendments on this issue alone. The amendments have 
targeted conference and travel spending in various agencies, 
ranging from the Department of Defense, to the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), to the De
partment of Justice. Only seven of those amendments ever 
received a vote, but, surprisingly, on each occasion, the 
amendment passed.125 

A closer look at these expenditures reveals why most mem
bers find it difficult to defend the kind of exorbitant 
conference and travel spending targeted by my amendments. 
As a member of the Senate Judiciary Committee, I am espe-

122. Bill Adair, Three Words that Changed U.S. Politics: How "Bridge to 
Nowhere" Shaped an Election, and the Congress, ST, PETERSBURG TIMES, Apr. 1, 
2007. 

123. Id. 
124. Id. 
125. Dr. Cobum's Efforts to Reduce Wasteful Washington Spending and Reform 

the Federal Budget Process, supra note 57. 
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cially familiar with the habits of the Department of Justice. 
In October 2008, I published a report highlighting the signifi
cant waste and abuse of federal funds within that agency.12s 
As noted in the report, efforts to identify conference spending 
were especially frustrating: 

The plain and simple truth is that DOJ does not know 
how much it spends annually on conferences. Despite two 
separate efforts to report conference spending to the Sen
ate, including revising upward previously reported 
expenditures by almost $100 million, the DOJ conference 
totals are still completely unreliable and very likely inac
curate-possibly off by as much as tens of millions of 
dollars.127 

Based on what the Department did report, it spent at least 
$312 million on conferences between 2000 and 2006.128 The 
annual increase in these expenditures at one point actually 
"grew by more than 40 percent-from $34 million in 2000, to 
nearly $58 million in 2004-only to shrink slightly in 2006 to 
$46 million."12s These figures far surpass any reasonable 
amount that should be necessary for conference and travel 
expenses. If the agencies are unable to police themselves, it is 
Congress's duty to conduct oversight and intervene. 

In one egregious example, the Justice Department spon
sored a booth at a convention held by the Islamic Society of 
North America (ISNA). The ISNA was an unindicted co-con
spirator in a federal terrorist funding case against the Holy 
Land Foundation, which the government prosecuted for giv
ing millions to Hamas. The booth was staffed by lawyers from 
the Civil Rights Division and was sponsored as the trial pro
ceeded. Opinions about this matter differed within the 
Justice Department. One DOJ lawyer, speaking on condition 
of anonymity, told the Washington Times that, "There is out
rage among lawyers that the Department of Justice is 
funding a group named as a co-conspirator in a terrorist fi
nancing case." Another Department employee, however, 

126. Tom Coburn, Justice Denied: Waste and Mismanagement at the Department 
of Justice, Oct. 2008, http://coburn.senate.gov/public/_files/JusticeDeniedDOJ 
Report.pdf. 

127. Id. at 27. 
128. Id. at 28. 
129. Id. 
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pitched the event as "[A]n important outreach opportunity, 
and a chance to reach a community that is at once very much 
discriminated against, and very wary of the national govern
ment and its willingness to protect them." At least one other 
astute DOJ lawyer noticed problems with the event, which he 
described as follows: 

[It] seems like an odd time for one part of DOJ to lend 
credence and visible support to ISNA at the same time 
DOJ prosecutors will be called on to defend their decision 
to name ISNA as a conspirator .... Presumably the pros
ecutors have determined that they might need that 
testimony admitted; I hope we don't undermine their po
sition ... Needless to say, [the Holy Land Foundation 
trial] is a very significant case.130 

In response to the news of DOJ's participation, the Senate 
adopted my amendment to prohibit certain appropriated 
funds from being used to support a conference sponsored by 
any organization named as an unindicted co-conspirator by 
the government in any prosecution.131 

The Senate approved several other amendments address
ing this wasteful habit by federal agencies. For example, the 
Senate passed amendments limiting travel and conference 
expenditures at the United States Agency for International 
Development (USAID), NASA and the Departments of Labor, 
Health and Human Services, Education, and Defense. Most 
of these amendments stopped short of completely eliminating 
conference spending; rather, they merely capped the amount 
of federal funds that could be used for such purposes. For ex
ample, in 2005, when I offered an amendment limiting 
conference spending at the Department of Health and 
Human Services to $25 million, the Department had actually 
spent $300 million on conferences in the preceding five 
years.132 On the Senate floor, I stated: 

130. Audrey Hudson, U.S. Sponsors Islamic Convention; Group Linked to 
Terrorist Case, WASH. TIMES, Aug. 27, 2007, at AOL 

131. Press Release, Sen. Tom Coburn, Senate Refuses to Sacrifice Pork to Help 
Fund Prosecution of Unsolved Civil Rights Cases (Oct. 4, 2007), available at http:// 
coburn.senate.gov/oversight/?FuseAction=LatestNews.PressReleases&Content 
Record_id=6d0e047d-802a-23ad-49d7-ce3ef6bf8b39&lssue_id. 

132. 151 CONG. REC. 811,876 (daily ed. Oct. 26, 2005) (statement of Sen. Coburn). 
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The idea of conferences and using communication to put 
forward ideas, to promote health, to promote programs is 
a good idea, but the expanded growth of these programs 
through each of these departments, Labor and Health 
and Human Services, has grown exponentially at the 
same time that technology has grown even greater. 
There is a lack of utilization of those technologies in a 
time of budget duress, in a time of tremendous debt, in a 
time where last year we added $546 billion to our chil
dren's debt, and we are struggling with Katrina."133 

109 

These amendments force federal agencies to modernize and 
prioritize the way they educate and communicate with em
ployees, and save millions of dollars in unnecessary travel 
costs.134 

Forcing agencies to limit spending on travel, conferences, 
and entertainment is a simple way to save money and reduce 
the federal debt. Just as the American taxpayer can ulti
mately save hundreds of dollars each year by eliminating the 
daily gourmet coffee purchase, or by eating at home rather 
than at a restaurant, the federal government can multiply its 
savings if federal agencies are forced to cap yearly conference, 
travel, and entertainment expenses. Thanks to American cre
ativity and ingenuity, our country has an array of 
technological alternatives to expensive conferences and 
travel that our government can employ to educate and im
prove our federal workforce, ultimately saving the taxpayers 
hundreds of millions of dollars. 

CONCLUSION 

The examples discussed in this paper underscore my con
cern over the Federal government's spending addiction. Each 
day, this addiction grows more severe, and I fear it will be
come a chronic illness in the coming years. Our country needs 
a cure from this disease, but the only entity that can stop the 
ensuing tidal wave of federal spending is the very entity that 
suffers from the addiction to it-Congress. 

My unlikely decision to run for Congress was motivated, in 
part, by my own disgust with politicians who had built ca-

133. Id. 
134. See id. 
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reers in Washington exploiting the knowledge that their 
constituents could be bribed with their own money. I was not 
alone in this feeling. The Washington culture of parochialism 
and indifference to the Constitution prompted a so-called 
"Republican Revolution," and I entered Congress in 1994 
alongside seventy-three other freshman representatives. For 
the first 100 days of that Congress, Republicans worked to
gether to implement the "Contract with America" and enact 
truly revolutionary reforms. Unfortunately, much of that mo
mentum died one year later, when Republicans abandoned 
their term limits agenda and balked during the government 
shutdown. 

For the next few election cycles the Republican majority 
would be gradually undone as too many members governed 
on the basis of parochialism, rather than principle. We ulti
mately lost our majority, I believe, because we failed to 
pursue the policies of fiscal restraint and limited government 
that brought us into the majority. In short, we did not do 
what we said we would do. The public punished Republicans 
for their hypocrisy. 

Today, more than a decade later, the challenges that pre
cipitated the "Republican Revolution" have compounded. Our 
country now finds itself in the midst of an economic crisis, 
marked by a disaster, at times nearing collapse, of the hous
ing and financial markets. Americans are rightfully 
frightened and are fed up with incompetent governing deci
sions made by Congress that have made the situation worse. 
Americans must hold elected officials accountable and de
mand a new approach from Congress. Specifically, during 
this time of economic crisis, Americans should insist that 
Congress put an end to the wasteful Washington spending 
that has plagued the nation for too long. 

The call for Congress to live within its means and restore 
the principles of limited government and balanced budgets 
that made this country great has never been more urgent. AB 
families all across this country reevaluate their own spending 
habits, Congress must do the same. Old habits, however, die 
hard, and Congress's habits are as irresponsible and deeply 
engrained as they come. A revolution, like the one that 
brought me to Washington in 1994, is needed once again. 
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Only this time, it cannot be the undertaking of only one 
party, and it must be longer lasting. Congress must disavow 
its business-as-usual borrowing and spending to make per
manent changes, starting with a considered view of James 
Madison's more limited view of the constitutional authority 
for congressional spending. 


